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G eenidge Gene a ion Re ond
o La e Fal e Acc a ion b G o
Se Record S raigh on Facili
En ironmen al S e ard hip
Highligh Da a Cen er Bringing Inno a i e Tech Ind r o Finger Lake Region
Dresden Ne York Dale Ir in CEO of Greenidge Generation issued the follo ing statement
toda regarding the latest false and misleading statements b a small group of individuals
opposed to the continued economic gro th and environmental ste ardship being delivered b
the Greenidge facilit
“Over the last several years, a small number of people in our community have done
everything possible to hurt our facility and the many good people who work there. Never letting
facts stand in their way, they have failed at every turn. So, this week the same group is back
again with a new letter addressed to the Governor. The problem for them is that there is
absolutely nothing new about it – it includes only the same claims have been rejected and
debunked by the Courts in New York, the State and by our local community who supports the
economic contribution and environmental progress being made by Greenidge. Here are the
facts:
In 2016, the Sierra Club and the Committee to Preserve the Finger Lakes (CPFL) sued the
New York Department of Environmental Conservation. They sought to have revoked the
NYSDEC-issued air permits and the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) analysis of
our operation. The S preme Co r denied heir pe i ion in i en ire . The Appellate Division
agreed, dismissing their appeal.
The same group, including the Sierra Club and the CPFL, also filed a petition in 201 to
revoke Greenidge’s a er permits and again challenge the NYSDEC’s rigorous SEQRA analysis.
On that score also, the Ne York S preme Co r denied heir pe i ion in i en ire .
In September of 2020, the same collaborators then sent a letter to the NYSDEC claiming
that the use of a portion of the onsite generated power for cryptocurrency mining constituted
misrepresentations to the State and NYSDEC. They made the same request, to have Greenidge’s
permits modified or revoked and got the same answer. The NYDEC stated:

The facili i in compliance i h he erm and condi ion in all permi We ha e
de ermined ha none of he gro nd
hich allo he Depar men o
pend modif
or re oke permi
ere iden ified Therefore e ill no be
pending modif ing
or re oking he Greenidge permi in re pon e o o r le er
These efforts continue to ring hollow because they remain entirely ideologically driven,
and devoid of any merit. The NYSDEC issued the Greenidge water and air permits, and
conducted a full SEQRA analysis of our operation, based on 24/ operation of the facility to
provide electricity. Greenidge i doing and ill con in e o onl do preci el ha he
NYSDEC permi allo
genera e elec rici
This group should be praising Greenidge for its environmental stewardship. After
decades of operating as a coal-fired power generation facility, Greenidge invested over $20
million to convert to gas in 201 . Today, Greenidge is an environmentally-sound source of
power for our region, fully permitted and fully compliant with all federal and state laws and
regulations protecting our air and water. Greenidge is investing millions of dollars in new
technologies to protect Seneca Lake. Greenidge has a new Title V Air Permit which, at our
request, requires the site never be operated on coal again.
Our facility is also a thriving economic engine for the State of New York. Greenidge has
invested tens of millions of dollars into revitalizing the facility and spends hundreds of thousands
of dollars on local vendors and companies each year. This investment strengthens our economy
– most notably during this difficult period of the pandemic. Greenidge also pays hundreds of
thousands in taxes each year, with that number set to increase even further in the days ahead.
Greenidge employs 2 people full-time, and many more as onsite contractors. That
means dozens of families across Yates County have good jobs and bright futures. And, when
called upon to operate on very cold nights or hot days, Greenidge provides enough electricity to
serve over 20,000 homes in our region.
Recently, Greenidge took a step to cement New York’s role as the financial capital of the
world by launching a “one of a kind” data center in the Finger Lakes region for cryptocurrencies
and other hosting applications. This data center is one of the premier, fully integrated, behindthe-meter cryptocurrency mining operations in the country We are bringing tech and
innovation to the Finger Lakes, developing blockchain jobs for the new economy, just as the
Governor has challenged us all to do.
The public should pay no attention to the next Facebook post, press release or Op Ed
regarding Greenidge from the Sierra Club or the Committee to Preserve the Finger Lakes.
Consider the source; their legal arguments haven’t gotten better with age, and their letters to
politicians are more about creating headlines for themselves than creating a better environment
for all of us.”

